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Programming ASP.NET AJAX
Delivering rich, Web 2.0-style experiences has never been easier. This book gives you a complete hands-on introduction to Microsoft ASP.NET AJAX 1.0, the new framework that offers many of the same benefits for Ajax development that ASP.NET provides for server-side development. With Programming ASP.NET AJAX, you'll learn how to create professional, dynamic web pages with Ajax in no time.Loaded with code and examples that demonstrate key aspects of the framework, this book is ideal not only for ASP.NET developers who want to take their applications a step further with Ajax, but for any web developers interested in ASP.NET AJAX, no matter what technology they use currently. That includes JavaScript programmers who would like to avoid the headaches of writing cross-browser code.Programming ASP.NET AJAX offers you:A high-level overview of the ASP.NET AJAX frameworkFunctional code that you can cut and paste for use in your own applicationsThe essentials of JavaScript and Ajax to help you understand individual technologies used by the frameworkAn organization that reflects the framework’s packages, including Extensions, Control Toolkit, the Futures CTP, and the AJAX LibrarySidebars throughout the book that identify and propose solutions to potential security breachesWays to use the standards-based AJAX Library with other platforms, such as PHPA complete chapter on the UpdatePanel control for making individual parts of a web page independently updateable -- one of the framework’s most important elementsReleased previously as Programming Atlas to cover the beta version of the Microsoft framework, this edition is fully up-to-date and expanded for the official 1.0 release of ASP.NET AJAX. Written by Christian Wenz -- Microsoft MVP for ASP/ASP.NET and AJAX Control Toolkit Contributor -- Programming ASP.NET AJAX contains many hard-to-find details, along with a few unofficial ways to accomplish things.
Customer Reviews

A great read. A must read for AJAX developers! ASP.NET AJAX is a free framework for quickly creating efficient and interactive Web applications that work across all popular browsers. This book will teach you:

1) Create next-generation interfaces with reusable AJAX components. Enhance existing pages using powerful AJAX controls with support for all modern browsers.
2) Access remote services and data from the browser without tons of complicated script.
3) Take advantage of the improved efficiency and ease of use in Visual Studio 2008, with its built-in support for ASP.NET AJAX, improved JavaScript support, and a new Web page designer interface.

It starts you off with a intro into asp.net AJAX library and moves into a light introduction with JavaScript. Then moves into the core of the AJAX functionality with using several examples of xmlhttprequest object and transferring data using both JSON and xml. It then leads you to the next logical step of the calling web services and makes great use of the inherit asp.net members and profiling functionality ALL THROUGH JAVA SCRIPT. Amazing really no more calls backs to the server to find out if they are a member. It then leads you into the Next big step of the asp.net AJAX functionality which is the control toolkit. This is a absolutely free web controls that just work and christen does a great job at showing you how to do this in easy steps. It wraps with showing the the asp.net futures section that is iffy at best. It uses an xml based approach to forming JavaScript and although very cool I don’t believe will reach the production release. Overall this book rocks and should be read by all interface designers.

This is a great book if you just started learning AJAX and wanted to get a good overview of all the aspects of it. This book touches very lightly on all subjects of how AJAX is implemented in the real world. I would recommending starting with this book, but If you’ve already been working on AJAX I would recommend ASP.NET AJAX Programmer’s Reference.
using this book and the Programming ASP.NET, Third Edition by Jesse Liberty I was able to immediately begin developing an ASP.NET 2.0 website in C# using the very practical examples and explanations.

The book arrived in perfect condition and fast delivery. I paid the basic $3.99 shipping and arrived earlier than I expected......meaning, I got my shipping cost used up properly. Continue the good job!

Excellent book, probably the best out there for someone who is beginning to learn AJAX. I went through number of books and online tutorials but so far haven’t found anything that is as easy to comprehend as this book. In my opinion it’s an absolute must have for any web developer beginning AJAX. The book consists of 6 parts: Part 1 talks about the basics of AJAX, XMLHttpRequest and XmlDocument objects, JSON and some basic JavaScript. Part 2 is dedicated to JavaScript extensions, functions, features, client versions of .NET classes, Web Services, Updatepanel control and its usage, AJAX profile services and authentication. Part 3 contains AJAX Control Toolkit information, as well as information on adding animation, pop ups, autocomplete and other things to spice up your web page, including custom controls. Part 4 talks about event handling, components, and data validation, server data, remote web services and web parts. Part 5 talks about using AJAX with PHP, and Part 6 contains Appendices.
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